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selection, given by the first three terms on the right hand side of the following equation, 149 respectively 150 ∂z ∂t = σ 2 2 ∂ 2z ∂x 2 + σ 2 ∂ln(N ) ∂x
(2)
The final term in equation 2 is the classic quantitative genetic result where change 151 in the mean traitz is a function of genetic variance (V G ) multiplied by the selection 152 function ( ∂r ∂z ). Population dynamics at x are given by
where the first term on the right-hand side of equation 3 gives change to due spatial 154 trends in abundance and unequal immigration versus emigration, and the second term 155 gives change due to average fitness of individuals. 156 Assuming constant K through space, a stable equilibrium exists where all populations population size (Polechová and Barton 2015) as a proportion of carrying capacity K, 173N , is given by
. To identify the maximum σ capable of persistence I setN to zero and solve the inequality to obtain higher r m allows high σ species to increase in abundance as their traits approach the 290 new optimum ( Figure 4A ). However, the lower σ species are also able to increase in 291 population at a faster rate and the community reverts to equilibrium at a faster pace.
292
In nature, the slope of environmental gradients varies in space. These patterns can 293 influence gene flow across selective gradients by determining the spatial proximity of 294 distinct environments, and hence can effect migration load (Yeaman and Jarvis 2006).
295
An important observation is that in a system with low b, there will be predominantly gene flow between like environments. The slope of the species abundance curve ( dN dσ ) 297 is proportional to b thus lower b will result in a more shallow curve. That is, migration 298 load is reduced and species differing in σ have similar abundances.
299
I investigated the impacts of varying the slope of spatial gradients on turnover in 
i.e. lag inz for a given species was proportional to σ −1 . Thus stronger stabilizing here that on balance the effect of stabilizing selection is to reduce the lag (equation 7).
368
Additionally, the lag increases as the selective gradient b becomes shallower because 369 this also reduces V G . 
where the first substracted term gives migration load, which worsens with σ, while the 385 second substracted term gives the adaptation lag, which is ameliorated by σ. These 
. The maximumN is attained by species with σ that cause the right hand side of Figure 12C ). This surprising change results from the release from competitive 415 supression by low σ species. 
where N i is the population size of the focal species i and there are J total competitor ( Figure 12A-B ). However, this similarity obscures underlying community patterns 626 caused by competition. In the presence of strong competition, species that have 627 relatively lower abundance following environmental change remained supressed for 628 longer periods of time and at very low densities (compare Figure 12C and 12D ).
629
Note that my deterministic simulations lack stochastic extinction, which is likely a 630 major problem for populations at very low density. In my simulations (Figure 12 ), 631 the low σ species that dominated under stable environments but reached low density 632 following environmental change are on a steady upward population trend at the end 633 of simulations ( Figure 12C ). Thus the dominance of higher σ species is still transient, 634 though with a much slower return to the pre-environmental change equillibriumN . Figure 6D ). When increasing interaction strength in less diverse communities, I again 643 found similar patterns in terms of which species were most abundant through time 644 ( Figure 12 ). However, the differences in abundance between species differed. When 645 competition occurred, the most abundant species had greater abundance advantages.
646
Interestingly, higher gene flow species actually had greater absolute abundance fol-647 lowing the initiation of environmental change with competition ( Figure 12C ). Thus 648 the environmental change suppressed abundance of low gene flow species with low 649 migration load and this allowed increases in abundance of higher gene flow species 650 that were better able to adapt to shifting environments (compare Figure 12C vs 12E ). 
